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A. Course Outcome (Honours) 

Title of the Course with Code Course Outcomes 

Semester – I (Hons.) 

AHPLS – 101 /C-1  

Understanding Political Theory 

This course introduces students to the concept of 

political theory, its contemporary trends and its 

practical reconciliation with the idea of democracy.   

AHPLS – 102 /C-2  

Constitutional Government & Democracy in India 

Constitutional design, Constitutional provisions and 

extra- Constitutional environment have been traced in 

this course to acquaint the students. 

AHPLS – 103 /GE-1  

Fundamentals of Political Theory (To be opted by 

students from other departments) 

Certain key aspects of conceptual analysis in political 

theory and debates surrounding the application of the 

concepts have been introduced in this course. 

Semester – II (Hons.) 

AHPLS – 201 /C-3  

Political Theory : Concepts & Debates 

This course is designed for the students to understand 

the normative concepts of political theory and 

simultaneously important debates in the subject.  

AHPLS – 202 /C-4  

Political Process in India 

This course maps the working of ‘modern’ institutions, 

premised on the existence of an individuated society, 

in a context marked by communitarian solidarities, 

and their mutual transformation thereby.  

AHPLS – 203 /GE-2  

Indian Constitution and Politics (To be opted by 

students from other departments) 

This paper focuses on the political processes and the 

functioning of the Indian Political system as well as the 

caste and class system in India.  

Semester – III (Hons.) 

AHPLS – 301 /C-5  

Western Political Thought : Ancient & Medieval  

The syllabus is designed to understand political - 

philosophical traditions as they evolved in Europe 

from ancient to the medieval era. 

AHPLS – 302 /C-6  

Indian Political Tradition – I 

This course is designed to provide an understanding of 

the Ancient, Medieval and Liberal-Reformist Indian 

Political thought. 

AHPLS – 303 /C-7  

International Relations : Theories & Basic 

Concepts 

This course introduces students to some of the most 

important theoretical approaches and basic concepts 

on foreign policy for studying International Relations. 

AHPLS – 304 /GE-3  

Introduction  to Comparative Government & 

Politics (To be opted from other Hons. 

Departments) 

The purpose of this course is to familiarize students 

with the basic concepts and approaches to the study 

of comparative politics. 

AHPLS – 305 /SEC-I  

Legislative Practices & Procedures  

This course acquaints the students broadly with the 

legislative process in India at various levels.  

Semester – IV (Hons.) 

AHPLS – 401 /C-8  

Western Political Thought : Modern 

The course emphasizes on the life and works of 

thinkers of primarily modern period and their major 

theoretical and philosophical contributions.  

AHPLS – 402 /C-9  

Indian Political Tradition – II 

Primarily based on the study of individual thinkers, the 

course introduces a wide span of thinkers and themes 

that defines the modernity of Indian Political Thought. 

 



AHPLS – 403 /C-10  

Introduction to Comparative Government & 

Politics 

The purpose of this course is to familiarize the 

students with the basic concepts and approaches to 

the study of comparative politics. 

AHPLS – 404 /GE-4  

International Relations : Basic Concepts (To be 

opted by students from other departments) 

This course is designed to give students a sense of 

some important theoretical approaches to understand 

inter-nation relation and an outline of the evolution of 

Indian Foreign Policy. 

AHPLS – 405 /SEC-2  

Democratic Awareness with Legal Literacy 

The course aims to acquaint students with the 

structure and manner of functioning of the legal 

system in India. 

Semester – V (Hons.) 

AHPLS – 501 /C-11  

Public Administration 

This paper encompasses public administration in its 

historical context with an emphasis on the various 

theories.  

AHPLS – 502 /C-12  

Emergent Issues in Post Cold War Global Politics 

This course introduces students to post cold war 

period, major issues, regional organizations. 

AHPLS – 503 /DSE-I  

Human Right in a Comparative Perspective  

This course attempts to build an understanding of 

human rights among the students through a study of 

specific issues in a comparative perspective. 

AHPLS – 504 /DSE-2  

Social Movements in Contemporary India : Major 

Issues 

This course proposes to introduce students to the 

conditions, contexts and forms of political 

contestation over development paradigms and their 

bearing on the retrieval of democratic voice of 

citizens.   

Semester – VI (Hons.) 

AHPLS – 601 /C-13  

Public Policy & Administration in India 

This course provided a theoretical and practical 

understanding of the concepts and methods that can 

be employed in the analysis of public policy 

administration in India.  

AHPLS – 602 /C-14  

Political Processes & Institutions in Comparative 

Perspectives 

In this course students will be trained in the 

applications of comparative methods to the study of 

politics. 

AHPLS – 603 /DSE-3  

India’s Foreign Policy in a Globalizing World 

This course’s objective is to teach students the 

domestic sources and the structural constraints on the 

genesis, evolution and practice of India’s foreign 

policy. 

AHPLS – 604 /DSE-4  

Political Sociology 

This course focuses on the power, authority and 

nation - state and its challengers.   

B. Programme Outcome (Honours) 

Title of the Course with Code Programme Outcomes 

Semester – I (Hons.) 

AHPLS – 101 /C-1  

Understanding Political Theory 

This programme has been designed to fulfill the 

expectations of the students by elaborating before 

them the process of reconciliation of political theory 

and practice through reflections on the ideas and 

practices related to democracy. 

AHPLS – 102 /C-2  

Constitutional Government & Democracy in India 

As per programme the students will have to trace out 

the state structures and institutions and the 

constitutional provisions in accommodating the 

conflicting impulses like liberty, justice etc. 

 

 



AHPLS – 103 /GE-1  

Fundamentals of Political Theory (To be opted by 

students from other departments) 

To find out the result of the programme the skills 

required to engage in debates. 

 

Semester – II (Hons.) 

AHPLS – 201 /C-3  

Political Theory : Concepts & Debates 

Beside the conceptual understanding of normative 

political theory, the debates in the programme will 

prompt the students to consider that, there is no 

settled way of understanding concepts.  

AHPLS – 202 /C-4  

Political Process in India 

Expectation of this programme for the students is to 

understand with a different mode of analysis that, 

how India diverges quite significantly from 

constitutional legal rules.  

AHPLS – 203 /GE-2  

Indian Constitution and Politics (To be opted by 

students from other departments) 

To gain the maximum result students will have to 

analyse critically the major contradictions of the 

Indian Political Process.  

Semester – III (Hons.) 

AHPLS – 301 /C-5  

Western Political Thought : Ancient & Medieval  

What the students expected to examine through this 

course is contributions of the Greeks, Romans and 

Medieval Philosophers.  

AHPLS – 302 /C-6  

Indian Political Tradition – I 

The basic focus of study in this course is on Indian 

individual thinkers, whose ideas are however framed 

by specific themes. 

AHPLS – 303 /C-7  

International Relations : Theories & Basic 

Concepts 

This paper seeks to equip students with the basic 

intellectual tools for understanding International 

Relations.  

AHPLS – 304 /GE-3  

Introduction  to Comparative Government & 

Politics (To be opted from other Hons. 

Departments) 

Specifically to say that the course focuses on 

examining politics in a comparative historical 

framework.   

AHPLS – 305 /SEC-I  

Legislative Practices & Procedures  

The course will be to understand complex policy 

issues, draft new resolution, track and analyse 

ongoing bills etc. 

Semester – IV (Hons.) 

AHPLS – 401 /C-8  

Western Political Thought : Modern 

The course seeks to promote a critical understanding 

of the main philosophical themes in Western Political 

thought as represented by selected thinkers primarily 

from modern period.  

AHPLS – 402 /C-9  

Indian Political Tradition – II 

The objective is to study general themes that have 

been produced by Indian thinkers from varied social 

and temporal context. 

AHPLS – 403 /C-10  

Introduction to Comparative Government & 

Politics 

This course focuses on examining politics in a 

historical framework while engaging with varions 

themes of comparative analysis in developed and 

developing countries.  

AHPLS – 404 /GE-4  

International Relations : Basic Concepts (To be 

opted by students from other departments) 

The expectation of the students by this course is to 

get result of their presumptions of international 

relations and to help to bring peace in the world 

thereby.  

 

 

 



AHPLS – 405 /SEC-2  

Democratic Awareness with Legal Literacy 

Expected programme outcome is that, the students 

should be aware of the institutions that comprise the 

legal system - the courts, police, jails and the system 

of criminal justice administration.  

Semester – V (Hons.) 

AHPLS – 501 /C-11  

Public Administration 

The programme outcome of this course is to explore 

some of the recent trends with an attempt to provide 

the students a comprehensive understanding on 

contemporary administrative developments.  

AHPLS – 502 /C-12  

Emergent Issues in Post Cold War Global Politics 

In keeping with the most important debates within 

the globalization discourse, this programme imparts 

an understanding of the working of the world 

economy.  

AHPLS – 503 /DSE-I  

Human Right in a Comparative Perspective  

This programme seeks to anchor all issues in the 

Indian context, and pulls out another country to form 

a broader comparative frame.  

AHPLS – 504 /DSE-2  

Social Movements in Contemporary India : Major 

Issues 

Expectations of the students in this course is over the 

role of social movements which will allow people the 

opportunity to come together, speak their mind, and 

make people aware an issue that is close to their 

heart.  

Semester – VI (Hons.) 

AHPLS – 601 /C-13  

Public Policy & Administration in India 

This programme shows how the policies clearly spell 

out the programmes of government and explains the 

relationship of the government units to the specific 

field of political environment in a given administrative 

system.   

AHPLS – 602 /C-14  

Political Processes & Institutions in Comparative 

Perspectives 

The students will be experienced by learning how the 

institutions make important laws and take up various 

policies and programmes for the development of the 

nation.   

AHPLS – 603 /DSE-3  

India’s Foreign Policy in a Globalizing World 

Students will be aware of India’s shifting identity as a 

post colonial state to the contemporary dynamics of 

India attempting to carve its identity as an ‘aspiring 

power’. 

AHPLS – 604 /DSE-4  

Political Sociology 

This programme meet up the students expectation by 

discussing the interplay between the individual, 

society and politics, it is both stable and changing, the 

course and consequences of socio-political 

construction of human life.    

 

C. Programme Specific Outcome (Hons.) 

 

Title of the Course with Code Programme Specific Outcomes 

Semester – I (Hons.) 

AHPLS – 101 /C-1  

Understanding Political Theory 

Through this courses the students will be 

benefited later on to cope up with the 

contemporary trends of theory and its practical 

application mainly in democracy.  

AHPLS – 102 /C-2  

Constitutional Government & Democracy in India 

The students will be able to know their rights, 

duties and political practices. 

 



AHPLS – 103 /GE-1  

Fundamentals of Political Theory (To be opted by 

students from other departments) 

The students will be well acquainted with the 

relevance of political theory and jurisdiction of the 

states in maintaining human rights, liberty, 

equality and justice.  

Semester – II (Hons.) 

AHPLS – 201 /C-3  

Political Theory : Concepts & Debates 

Conceptual understanding of normative theory 

and debates will help the students to be open 

minded and enhanced curiosity.  

AHPLS – 202 /C-4  

Political Process in India 

Students will be familiarized with the working of 

the Indian state, paying attention to the 

contradictory dynamics of modern state power. 

AHPLS – 203 /GE-2  

Indian Constitution and Politics (To be opted by 

students from other departments) 

Analysis of political structure of both the 

constitutional and administrative and emphasis 

on social stratification of castes will help the 

students to neutralize the contradictions in future 

life. 

Semester – III (Hons.) 

AHPLS – 301 /C-5  

Western Political Thought : Ancient & Medieval  

To gather important knowledge of politics and for 

strong sense of wellbeing the students will have 

to go through this course. 

AHPLS – 302 /C-6  

Indian Political Tradition – I 

The course as a whole is meant to provide a sense 

of the broad streams of Indian thought, while 

encouraging a specific knowledge of individual 

thinkers and texts.  

AHPLS – 303 /C-7  

International Relations : Theories & Basic 

Concepts 

The students will know how to contribute to the 

world order and bring peace.  

AHPLS – 304 /GE-3  

Introduction to Comparative Government & 

Politics (To be opted from other Hons. 

Departments) 

To build a stable political and economic structure 

the students will later on be able to engage with 

various themes of comparative analysis of 

developed and developing countries. 

AHPLS – 305 /SEC-I  

Legislative Practices & Procedures  

This course will deepen the understanding and 

appreciation of the students of the political 

process and indicate the possibilities of making it 

for democracy.   

Semester – IV (Hons.) 

AHPLS – 401 /C-8  

Western Political Thought : Modern 

This programme will help to import knowledge of 

politics. 

AHPLS – 402 /C-9  

Indian Political Tradition – II 

The students will realize the knowledge and ideas 

learnt on this course for their self-consciousness 

and professional development. 

AHPLS – 403 /C-10  

Introduction to Comparative Government & 

Politics 

The foundational course in comparative politics 

will enrich the students by comparative analysis 

between developed and developing countries and 

will help to build a flexible carrier.  

AHPLS – 404 /GE-4  

International Relations : Basic Concepts (To be 

opted by students from other departments) 

 

 

 

 

Mental set up to avoid war and bring peace in 

international boundary. 



AHPLS – 405 /SEC-2  

Democratic Awareness with Legal Literacy 

The students will have some working knowledge 

of how to affirm one’s rights and be aware of 

one’s duties within the legal framework, and the 

opportunities and challenges posed by the legal 

system for different sections of persons.  

Semester – V (Hons.) 

AHPLS – 501 /C-11  

Public Administration 

Students will be able to lead and manage in public 

governance and will participate in and contribute 

to the policy process. 

AHPLS – 502 /C-12  

Emergent Issues in Post Cold War Global Politics 

Students will be able to know about neo-liberal 

capitalist world order, Globalisation, disarmament 

and arms control etc. features and will be able to 

serve for the wellbeing of the nation.   

 

AHPLS – 503 /DSE-I  

Human Right in a Comparative Perspective  

Students will be able to react on the state 

response to issues and structural violence 

questions. 

AHPLS – 504 /DSE-2  

Social Movements in Contemporary India : Major 

Issues 

To have knowledge about various groups and 

variety of protest movements against the 

development process in India and so to think 

about the process of formulation of critical 

consensus.  

 

Semester – VI (Hons.) 

AHPLS – 601 /C-13  

Public Policy & Administration in India 

While studying public administration students will 

develop the leadership and management skills 

and will be able to examine how political 

processes create essential programmes that work 

to change society.  

AHPLS – 602 /C-14  

Political Processes & Institutions in Comparative 

Perspectives 

For the betterment of people and the democracy, 

students in future life will be much more 

responsible for ensuring security to the citizens 

and will of course provide facilities for education 

and health to all.  

AHPLS – 603 /DSE-3  

India’s Foreign Policy in a Globalizing World 

In future students will serve the nation by 

ensuring inclusive development and will be able 

to protect the nation from traditional and non-

traditional threats. 

AHPLS – 604 /DSE-4  

Political Sociology 

Students will be familiar with the political cum 

sociological perspectives and will be able to 

understand the reciprocal relationship between 

the individual, politics and society to encounter 

the social problems.  

 

D. Course Outcome (Programme Course) 

Title of the Course with Code Course Outcomes 

Semester – I (Programme) 

APPLS – 101 /C-1A & 102/C-2A  

Introduction to Political Theory 

Certain key aspects of conceptual analysis in 

political theory and debates surrounding the 

application of the concepts have been introduced 

in this course. 

 



Semester – II (Programme) 

APPLS – 201 /C-1B & 202/C-2B 

Indian Government & Politics  

 

Analysis of political structure of both the 

constitutional and administrative and emphasis 

on social stratification of castes will help the 

students to neutralize the contradictions in future 

life. 

Semester – III (Programme) 

APPLS – 301 /C-1C & 302/C-2C 

Comparative Government & Politics  

To build a stable political and economic structure 

the students will later on be able to engage with 

various themes of comparative analysis of 

developed and developing countries. 

APPLS – 305 /SEC-1 

Legislative Support 

 

This course will deepen the understanding and 

appreciation of the students of the political 

process and indicate the possibilities of making it 

for democracy.   

Semester – IV (Programme) 

APPLS – 401 /C-1D & 402/C-2D 

International Relations 

 

Mental set up to avoid war and bring peace in 

international boundary. 

APPLS – 405 /SEC-2 

Democratic Awareness with Legal Literacy 

The students will have some working knowledge 

of how to affirm one’s rights and be aware of 

one’s duties within the legal framework, and the 

opportunities and challenges posed by the legal 

system for different sections of persons. 

 

Semester – V (Programme) 

APPLS -501/DSE-1A & 502/DSE-2A 

Administration & Public Policy: Concepts & 

Theories 

Students will be able to lead and manage in public 

governance and will participate in and contribute 

to the policy process. 

APPLS-503/GE-1 

Human Rights, Gender and Environment (To be 

opted by students from other departments) 

This course aims at enabling the students to 

understand the issues concerning the rights of 

citizens and also conceptual dimensions, 

international trends and the Indian experience 

form the contents of the course  

APPLS – 504 /SEC-3 

Public Opinion & Survey Research 

 

This course will introduce the students to the 

debates, principles and practices of public opinion 

polling in the context of democracies with special 

reference to India.  

 

Semester – VI (Programme) 

APPLS – 601 /DSE-1B & 602/DSE-2B 

Democracy & Governance 

 

This paper tries to explain the institutional aspects 

of democracy and how institutions function within 

a constitutional framework. 

APPLS – 603 /GE-2 

Reading Gandhi (To be opted by students from 

other departments) 

This course aims to acquaint the students with the 

social and political thought of Gandhi. 

APPLS – 604 /SEC-4 

Conflict & Peace Building 

This course is designed to help in building an 

understanding of a variety of conflict situations 

among students in a way that they can relate to 

them through their lived experience. 

 

 



E. Programme Outcome (Programme Course) 

Title of the Course with Code Programme Outcomes 

Semester – I (Programme) 

APPLS – 101 /C-1A & 102/C-2A  

Introduction to Political Theory 

To find out the result of the programme the skills 

required to engage in debates. 

Semester – II (Programme) 

APPLS – 201 /C-1B & 202/C-2B 

Indian Government & Politics  

 

To gain the maximum result students will have to 

analyse critically the major contradictions of the 

Indian Political Process. 

Semester – III (Programme) 

APPLS – 301 /C-1C & 302/C-2C 

Comparative Government & Politics  

Specifically to say that the course focuses on 

examining politics in a comparative historical 

framework.   

APPLS – 305 /SEC-1 

Legislative Support 

 

The course will be to understand complex policy 

issues, draft new resolution, track and analyse 

ongoing bills etc. 

Semester – IV (Programme) 

APPLS – 401 /C-1D & 402/C-2D 

International Relations 

 

The expectation of the students by this course is 

to get result of their presumptions of 

international relations and to help to bring peace 

in the world thereby. 

APPLS – 405 /SEC-2 

Democratic Awareness with Legal Literacy 

Expected programme outcome is that, the 

students should be aware of the institutions that 

comprise the legal system - the courts, police, jails 

and the system of criminal justice administration. 

 

Semester – V (Programme) 

APPLS -501/DSE-1A & 502/DSE-2A 

Administration & Public Policy: Concepts & 

Theories 

The programme outcome of this course is to 

explore some of the recent trends with an 

attempt to provide the students a comprehensive 

understanding on contemporary administrative 

developments. 

APPLS-503/GE-1 

Human Rights, Gender and Environment (To be 

opted by students from other departments) 

This programme seeks to anchor all issues in the 

Indian context, and pulls out another country to 

form a broader comparative frame. 

APPLS – 504 /SEC-3 

Public Opinion & Survey Research 

 

This programme is essential for understanding the 

role of public opinion in democracy, problems of 

questionnaire, interviews, election prediction etc. 

 

Semester – VI (Programme) 

APPLS – 601 /DSE-1B & 602/DSE-2B 

Democracy & Governance 

 

This programme looks into how democracy as a 

model of governance can be complimented by 

institution building. 

APPLS – 603 /GE-2 

Reading Gandhi (To be opted by students from 

other departments) 

Gandhi’s non-violent resistance has influenced 

modern civil disobedience movements across the 

globe.  

APPLS – 604 /SEC-4 

Conflict & Peace Building 

This programme aims to resolve injustice in non-

violent ways and to transform the structural 

conditions that generate deadly conflict.  

 



F. Programme Specific Outcome (Programme Course) 

 

 

Title of the Course with Code Programme Specific Outcomes 

Semester – I (Programme) 

APPLS – 101 /C-1A & 102/C-2A  

Introduction to Political Theory 

The students will be well acquainted with the 

relevance of political theory and jurisdiction of the 

states in maintaining human rights, liberty, 

equality and justice.  

Semester – II (Programme) 

APPLS – 201 /C-1B & 202/C-2B 

Indian Government & Politics  

 

Analysis of political structure of both the 

constitutional and administrative and emphasis 

on social stratification of castes will help the 

students to neutralize the contradictions in future 

life. 

Semester – III (Programme) 

APPLS – 301 /C-1C & 302/C-2C 

Comparative Government & Politics  

To build a stable political and economic structure 

the students will later on be able to engage with 

various themes of comparative analysis of 

developed and developing countries. 

APPLS – 305 /SEC-1 

Legislative Support 

 

This course will deepen the understanding and 

appreciation of the students of the political 

process and indicate the possibilities of making it 

for democracy.   

Semester – IV (Programme) 

APPLS – 401 /C-1D & 402/C-2D 

International Relations 

 

Mental set up to avoid war and bring peace in 

international boundary. 

APPLS – 405 /SEC-2 

Democratic Awareness with Legal Literacy 

The students will have some working knowledge 

of how to affirm one’s rights and be aware of 

one’s duties within the legal framework, and the 

opportunities and challenges posed by the legal 

system for different sections of persons. 

 

Semester – V (Programme) 

APPLS -501/DSE-1A & 502/DSE-2A 

Administration & Public Policy: Concepts & 

Theories 

Students will be able to lead and manage in public 

governance and will participate in and contribute 

to the policy process. 

APPLS-503/GE-1 

Human Rights, Gender and Environment (To be 

opted by students from other departments) 

Students will be able to react on the state 

response to issues and structural violence 

questions. 

APPLS – 504 /SEC-3 

Public Opinion & Survey Research 

 

The programme will help the students to pursue 

researcher, survey designing and data analysis.  

 

Semester – VI (Programme) 

 

APPLS – 601 /DSE-1B & 602/DSE-2B 

Democracy & Governance 

 

The study of democracy and governance will 

facilitate students to become efficient leaders, 

able administrators and extension workers. 

 

 



APPLS – 603 /GE-2 

Reading Gandhi (To be opted by students from 

other departments) 

Students realize how Gandhi is still relevant to our 

times and to follow his ideology and thought. 

APPLS – 604 /SEC-4 

Conflict & Peace Building 

To provide students reasoning skill, ability to 

explain world order, to apply the concept of 

equilibrium of power structure, knowledge on 

promoting peace – building. 

 

 

 


